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MY CORONA EXPERIENCE
So a personal intro is needed for this, frankly speaking all you need to know is
that my name is Logan, I’m 17, I play games and watch anime, I like stray dogs
more so than I like new people,I have to wake up at 5 am for school, I thrive
when I get to stay at home (this is important) and my relationship with school is
more so a positive one, got some great teachers, pretty nice schedule (before
corona) and a few other quality of life things, though I have a personal list of
issues with school, I don’t feel the need to list them as I don’t want to come off as
“that kid”. Also some fun trivia, I have ADHD so sorry if this is all over the
place…
Now to start off I showed save you some time, this won’t be a text boasting about
the schools effectiveness to teach me during this time, frankly speaking school
has had little to do with me in the last few months and I’m not saying this is bad
it’s just that school was put on the side-line. I still feel it provided the best
possible help and support that it could have offered at short notice.
So, a bit more context on what I mean by school taking the side-line. The first
month or so of Quarantine, was mostly be just doing what I do on vacations, I
slept in till 10 catching up on 8 months lack of sleep, I would wake up and binch
my YouTube subscription feed, then I would either skip breakfast or eat if mum
made any, this isn’t laziness this is just a habit of mine. Around noon I would just
play videogames and/or watch anime, occasionally I would go and walk my dog.
This went on for a while but when school started to buzz up in April I started
talking to kids in my school, to give the idea of my current state of being in the
beginning of April I was not talking to a single person, I would only converse
with family, mostly to make for lost time since I would come home around 6 due
to busses sucking a lot of inappropriate things. Now in April a lot happened so ill
speed it up a bit, I started making plans to build an acrade machine, I started
becoming friends with the guys in my class through Minecraft, I started
reconnecting with my best friend and introduced her to a friend of mine from this
school and they got along really well, due to me not drinking my meds I almost
always carried a smile and with my improved sleeping schedule I actually started
enjoying doing my homework while I listened to grojband (kids cartoon, not a
band).
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Now for what happened in May, I stopped talking to the dudes in my class,
mostly because our outlook on relationships was vastly different and kind off
made it awkward I do think they might’ve been joking about but with the context
of the conversation this is highly unlikely. Me and my best friend along with my
good friend from this school started calling each other almost every other day,
we then started calling while I play games and they watched it on a livestream it
was awesome. Yesterday as of writing almost half of my arcade parts have
arrived, and I have even more motivation to build it as it works well as a art
project.
Finally, after all this some personal achievements were made, nothing grand but
stuff I find sentimental but I’m running out of time so let us skip that and go to
the conclusion.
Now at this moment in time I have yet to go anywhere past 10km of my house
and honestly I go out once a week just to do grocery shopping, I love being in my
room it is basically my own toy box (very literally) and I have enjoyed
quarantine, honestly I’m going to walk away from this with just happy
memories. I hope others will do the same aswell

